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HISTORY OF URTIC.ARIA
The span of years over which we have gained our knowl
edge about the nature of urticaria has been, unlike many
another medical entity, comparatively short.

In fact, most

of what we know has been learned almost within our lifetimes.
We obtain our knowledge of medical history from two
sources, namely, existing written accounts and indestructible
remains from times past.

And it is precisely from these two

spheres that we can glean so little about skin diseases--a.nd
this for two reasons.

First, as W. T. Vaughan says (86) in

passing mention, skin diseases, in early historic times, were
considered as all being more or less alike, the terms of
leprosy, scrofula, and eczema being used often interchange
ably to include all skin diseases.

Secondly, skin diseases

are usually transitory in life and flesh decomposable in
death.
One might am.plify Vaughan's statement b y saying that
the ancients were interested in skin diseases not from the
point of view of causation but from the much more practical
standpoint of contagiousness.

Thus in the Bible, for example,

we read an accouiit of the very explicit instructions given
both to Moses and to A1u-on by the Lord telling them how to
deal with contagious skin diseases.

We even find a reference
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(Leviticus 13:38, 39) to -what might well have been urticaria:

11

.And if a man or a woman have in the skin of their

flesh bright spots; then the priest shall look; and. behold.
if the bright spots in the skin or their flesh be of a dull
white• it is a tatter• it hath broken out in the skin:

he

is clean."
However vague may be the early history of urticaria, it
is a fact that the phenomenon of hypersensitiveness has been

mentioned several times through history.
first century

B.c.,

Lucretius. in the

is reputed to have originated the adage,

"One man's meat is another man's poison."
200) spoke of an allergy to goat's milk •

Galen (A.D. 130.And in the second

century the BabyloniP-.n Talmud described in detail how to
neutralize the effects of egg hypersensitiveness with egg
white (83).

We must now completely pass over some thousands of years
of slowly and complexly unfolding of civilization, yea.rs of
void as far as the subject of urticaria is concerned, until
we come to the days of our early colonial life in .America.
For it was not until 1718 (64) that urticaria was first described by Juncker under the name of

11

purpurea urticata."

Dr. Thomas Bateman, in 1814, credits Juncker with the first
description and refers to specific idiosyncrasies to mushrooms,
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honey, oat meal, almonds, strawberries, end raspberries in
the etiology of urticaria •

.Already, in Bateman's time, the

production of urticaria by shell fish and particularly by
mussels was well recognized (64).
It was not until 1909 that Carl Bruck (95) reviewed the
then recent theories of the nature of urticaria! edema:
Neisser considered urticaria as a vasomotor neurosis with a
dile,tation of blood vessels and a consequent congestion and
escape of serum and lymph.

Philippson, in 1900, expressed

the belief that the swelling manifest in urticaria was due
to toxic emboli which injured the vessel wall, producing a
local urticaria.

His conclusions were based upon his experi-

mentation with injection of atropine, morphine, etc. into the
peripheral end of arteries, following which he noted a frequent resultant urticaria.

Winternitz in 1907 propounded the

idea that urticaria was a sequel to toxicity of the central
and peripheral vasomotor apparatus by a blood poison.
\mile such conceptions of urticaria were still being
formulated as recently as 1907, newer ideas were being advanced
which seemed to open up a hitherto almost unknown field of
medical research.

For it was in 1906 that Von Pirquet first

used the terms "changed reaction, 11 an ttaltered reactivity" or
"allergy."

It is only in the relatively few years since that
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time that progress has been made in this new branch of medicine at so rapid a pace that "allergy" has even become a part
of the layman's vocabulary.
No discussion of urticaria would be complete without a
brief account of the history of allergy for the reason that
our present understanding of urticaria is in such great part
a culmination of our knowledge of allergy.
The foundation stone of allergy was un,vittingly laid in
part by Jenner in 1798 when he stated that the palish redness
following vaccination of the skin of a patient already recovered from smallpox was due to a "permanent change in the
blood" (64).

Magendie., working in 1839., noted that his

experimental dogs died following repeated injection of egg
albumin.

Magendie's work., however, was quite overlooked and

not until 1894., when the use of diphtheria antitoxin became
so popular., did Flexner, in attempting to explain symptoms
which followed administration of the diphtheria antitoxin.,
observe that guinea pigs., once injected with dog serum., died
if some weeks later a second injection of the same serum were
made.

Four years following this, Richet repeated Flexner's

work., using eels instead of dogs.

In 1902., Richet, working

with Portier., injected a group of dogs with an extract of the
tentacles of sea anemones, obtaining once again the very
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severe reaction upon second injection.

They were the first

to designate this phenomenon by the now well-known term of
anaphyla.xis.
The term "allergy" with which we are so familiar was
introduced by Von Pirquet in 1903 to describe differences in
reaction produced by the first and second inoculations of
cowpox.

As mentioned above, he used, in 1906, "changed reac-

tion., 11 "e.ltared reactivity, 11 and "allergy" interchangeably in
referring to the symptom complex which followed e. few days
after the injection of a large dose of foreign protein.
It was the same Von Pirquet who was later to cause so
much controversy and confusion., but also incentive to research
by his association of serum disease in man and anaphylaxis in
animal

(64).

During the early 1900 1 s, while important work was being

done in relation to hayfever with, however, no realization
by the various workers of its relationship to the general
phenomenon of hypersensitiveness., other workers were interesting themselves in serum disease.

Von Pirquet and Schick in

1905 described urticaria following large therapeutic doses of

sheep's blood

(64).
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The development of this very new field took a new turn
when in 1910 Auer and Lewis (4) opening up an animal during
anaphylactic convulsions and observing that the lungs were
inflated., ascribed this phenomenon to a constriction of the
smooth musculature of the smaller bronchioles.
this, Meltzer, also in 1910 (

Following

) expressed the view that

bronchial ast.hma was a manifestation of anaphylactic shock.
This view was given support when in 1912 Schlecht and Schwenker
(87) demonstrated a similarity betv,een anaphylactic shock and
asthma.

Once this similerity had been noted, the groundwork

was set for the inclusion of other symptom complexes.

Thus

Vfoichardt and Yfolff-Eisner suggested that hayfever is en anaphylactic phenomenon (84), and the srun.e Wolff-Eisner, in 1907,
first suggested that urticaria might be a manifestation of
311

a.naphylactic state.

Later many of the now-recognized allergic

diseases were included (UO) •

.Among these inclusions were

first that by Huntinel, in 1908., in which he called attention
to the similarity between food intolerance and anaphylaxis and
secondly, that by Chandler Walker in 1917 when he for the first
time ascribed sensitizing properties to the various bacterial
proteins.

Wida.l amplified Huntinel's suggestions by demon-

strating a similarity between anaphylactic shook and alimentary
type of urticaria--pointing to the frequency in both of decreased
blood pressure, leukopenia, moderate eosinophilia., and occasional
albuminuri a.

~
~

1
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So it was with the many new vistas open to medical
research as a result of such recent discoveries, that the
study of urticaria had its real impetus.

The real history

of urticaria is told within the body of this thesis--the
story of but three to four decades.
of the future remains yet untold.

The brilliant history
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URTICARIA -- A GENER.AL DESCRIPTION
Morphology
The urticarial lesion is a whitish. slightly
elevated papule, known as a wheal surrounded by an
erythematous halo, and is seen in a familiar form
in the case of insect bites and bee stings, where
the irrite.ting substance is said to be formic acid.
If the lesions are typical but large, the eruption
is known as giant urticaria. If the process takes
place deep in the tissues and little or no erythema
is evident, the condition is known as angioneurotic
edema-*
Thus have Becker end Obermayer described the single
wheal, that seemingly insignificant lesion whose presence
is ever so important to its possessor.

\Vhile urticaria may

appear in the form of a single or a very few wheals, such
appearance is not nearly as clinically important as the acute
generalized or chronic recurring types.

In both of the

latter, one other very characteristic feature of the wheal
becomes evident, its extremely polymorphous nature (83).
Signs and Symptoms
The symptoms of urticaria are few in number but characteristic.

Urbach (83) describes the onset as a slight

discomfort in the region which is soon to bear the wheals.
·walzer (90) describes the sensation as one of "tickling."

* Becker.,

S. William and Oberm.ayer, Maximillian E.: Modern
Dermatology and Syphilology. First edition. Philadelphia, J.P. Lippincott Co., 1940, 101

.
I
,,
:,

':

!~'
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Whatever the sensation, it is subjectively noticeable and is
followed immediately by a pruritis--usually marked (83).
Erytbema. becomes evident in these localized a.rea.s, just preceding wheal formation.

The pruritis increases in intensity,

reaching its height with full development of the wheal (90).
The individual hives may last for minutes, hours, or occasionally even one or two days (83).
With retrogression of the wheal, the pruritis disappears
before the erythema or the wheal (90).

.And characteristically,

the final appearance of the skin surface is the same as its

II
~

Ii1r,
~!

appearance before the onset of the urticaria.

~

The duration, not of the individual wheal, but of the
condition of urticaria., varies widely.

According to Urbach

(83) the average duration was between one week to three
months, the course being longer in nearly one-half of his
cases.

Other statistics are presented by the same author,

I'.
\

1

~1

which are as follows:
Duration from 4-12 months •••• 19% of urticaria patients
Duration from 1-5 years••••••20% of urticaria patients
Duration from 6-10 years••••• 4% or urticaria patients
Duration from 11-20 years •••• 1-5% or urticaria patients

r

I
•I

l
_·,
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Pathology of the Wheal
That the wheal results from an exudation of fluids from
the blood stream has been known ever since Ebbecke (99), in
1923., injected trypan red into the circulatory system of an
urticarial patient and recovered the dye in the wheals.

We

know, however, a good deal more than this gross demonstration
of the pathology has shown us.
Gilchrist, in 1907., sought to describe the histological
structure of the wheal and accordingly removed sections of
wheals in various stages of their development.

He reported

fragmentation of the nuclei which preceded even the infl8llUll.atory changes.

At a later stage of development he found marked

edema of the connective tissue and fixed cells., with a large
infiltration of pol;jlD.orphonuclear leukocytes and lymphocytes.
He observed also a swelling of the cells of the sweat glands
and a deposit of fibrin throughout the cerium (30).

Kline, Cohen., and Rudolph (1932) report a similar, but
more detailed., series (42).

They used thirty-one specimens

of hum.en skin from twenty-seven patients who were sensitive
to various agents end also from four patients who were nonsensitive.

Histologic study of the wheals was made at five,

ten., fifteen., twenty, thirty., thirty-five., forty-five, and
sixty-five minutes and three, six., and twenty-two hours after

f

I
i:
~

II
i
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intracutaneous injection of the irritant.
The very first changes they noted were slight engorgement of the blood vessels and slight edema in the papillary
layer of the dermis.

A moderate degree of leukocytosis was

noted ten minutes following injection, 90 per cent of which
consisted of polymorph neutrophiles and the remaining 10 per

~

i]

cent eosinophiles.

At fifteen minutes 25 per cent of the

wandering cells were eosinophiles; at twenty minutes 50 per

I

I
I,

cent of the wandering cells were eosinophiles.

Somewhat

beyond thirty minutes, the eosinophiles totaled more than
90 per cent, with extensive invasion of perivascular areas,
tissues of the dermis, and the subcutaneous fat.

At three

hours, the local reaction was even more marked, but the
blood picture changed strikingly, so that now the eosinophiles represented only 10 per cent of the total leukocytes.
The most important aspect of the entire study is that
except for slight degenerative changes in smooth muscle cells,
the changes in the fixed tissue cells were minimal and at no
time were there detectable changes in the epidermis•
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CLASSIFICATION OF URTICARIA

It is perhaps a hum.an characteristic, which at times
amounts to a frailty, to direct our minds in a single direction--whether it be to seek the single road to riches, to
accept the universal panacea, or to assign to many phenomena
a single cause.

This habit of mind among the medical profes-

sion makes itself evident in the doctor's countless attempts
to find

11

the" cure, his day-by-day synthesis of his patient's

ills into a single diagnosis•

Vfuile it must be stated that

without this integral aspect of our conduct we could never
have become civilized, it is nonetheless true that with it

:i

we are too often prone to overlook multiple causation and

l

complex interrelationships.

j

I:

t
'!

I
,'

Urticaria is no different in this regard from many
another medical subject.

It is therefore essential, before

any discussion of etiology be attempted, that we realize the

very cardinal fact that urticaria is a symptom complex and
as such has a multiple etiology.
For purposes of classification, of a common language in
the discussion of the symptom complex of urticaria, various
systems have been used.

That is to say, urticaria has been

classified according to gross appearance of the lesions,
according to whether it be of allergic or non-allergic origin

'
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and whether it be of internai or external origin.

Balyeat, a:rter a study of 188 cases of urticaria (7),
noted six factors -which he thinks a.re influential in the
production of urticaria:

1) physical fatigue, 2) mental

fatigue and depressed states, 3) thyroid dysfunction, especially hypothyroidism, 4) toxic states, 5) sudden change in
surface temperature, and 6) local irritation.

These he has

observed within his classification of three main anatomically
cle.ssif'ied types of urticaria:

a) nettle rash, b) giant

urticaria (involving deeper as well as superficial layers of
the skin), and c) angioneurotic edema (or swelling of skin
and subcutaneous tissue).

Longcope (49) has used another approach, classifying
patients according to clinical severity:

1) patients with
)i

few -wheals or fleeting crops which occur during the course

,,!

of some acute or chronic disease, particularly pneumonia,

I

typhoid, endocarditis, 2) patients who have but a single

mi'

attack., generally in childhood, lasting perhaps only one or
two days--a group or little clinical significance, 3) patients
who have recurring attacks at intervals or three to four weeks
over a period of months or yea.rs., and 4) patients with urticaria who have associated constitutional symptoms, such as
nausea, vomiting, diarrhea, swelling of lymph nodes.
t
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Coca (14), more interested in the allergic aspects of
urticaria, has included the latter among four great classifications of cutaneous allergic reactions, namely 1) urticaria,
2) atopic (inherited) eczema, 3) contact dermatitis, and
4) tuberculin type of cutaneous reaction.

Urticaria proper

he has classified either as non-allergic, which is caused
directly by irritant substances upon the skin--predominantly
morphine, histamine, nettle, and insect stings and bites, and
allergic of reaginic and non-reaginic types--the latter two
being distinguished according to whether or not demonstrable
antibodies are present.

The reaginic is most commonly noted

-when an overdose of a specific excitant of hayfever or asthma
is injected into the subjects of these conditions, elld the
non-reaginic is most often an idiosyncracy to food, intracutaneous injection of the known excitant often failing to
produce a wheal.

I
i

Urbach (83, 108) in a review of 500 cases of urticaria,

l

though he classified 117 of these as allergic, concluded that

t

the syndrome of urticaria comprises various disease entities

'·

and that the pathogenesis is sometimes allergic and often not.
Another similar series, of 170 cases of urticaria, has
been surveyed by Fink and Gay (28) who have divided their
cases into five main categories:

1) urticaria associated with
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simple foci of infection; 2) urticaria due to endocrine gland
disturbance; 3) urticaria due to sensitivity and including
patients sensitive by the intradermal test to specific foods,
sensitive by ingestion to specific foods and drugs, sensitive
to (external) physical agents, an.d lastly, sensitive to skin
parasites; 4} urticaria dependent upon and produced by psychogenic disturbances; and 5) urticaria of undetermined origin.
Stroh (

) has classified urticaria into ten types, according

to etiology:

urticaria due to 1) foods, 2) foci of infection,

3) drugs, 4) contact with external irritants, 5) endocrine
disturbances, 6) inhalants, 7) injected sera, 8) physical
factors, 9) parasitic invasion, and 10) psychogenic disturbances.
Perhaps one of the interesting types of urticaria is that
formulated af'ter a lot of research by W.
24).

w.

Duke (21, 22, 23,

Duke has designated this type as "physical allergy, 11

which he defines as "caused specifically and solely by the
action of a physical agent, such as light, heat, cold, mechanical irritation, freezing and burns, and, in the case of heat
sensitiveness, indirectly by mental and physical exertion. n
"Physical allergy" includes primarily three types of urticaria-light sensitiveness, heat sensitiveness, and cold sensitiveness•
Hopkins, Kesten, and Hazel (1934) have given perhaps the
most complete classification of urticaria in their series of
214 cases of urticaria (40) •

.Among their types is that of
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contact urticaria, which they further divide into toxic, as
with histamine, and allergic, as
peel.

with flowers and orange

They classify further a) urticaria from internal causes,

b) serum siclmess type, c) urticaria caused by food., d) urticaria caused by drugs, e) urticaria caused by inhale.nts.,

f) urticaria caused by absorption through the conjunctive,
g) urticaria caused by bacteria and fungi, h) urticaria caused
by cold., heat, and light, i) urticaria caused by animal para-

sites, j) urticaria caused by metabolic upset., k) urticaria
caused by endocrine upset., and 1) urticaria caused by
psychogenic upset.

J

I

~

\
~I
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THE PROBLEM OF ALLERGY
There seems to be little doubt, from inference, or from
direct evidence, that urticaria can be allergic.

It is for-

tunate that the impetus given to research in the early history
of allergy by the wealth of potential materie,l which seemed
suddenly to have become available led to investigation of
urticaria along the lines of allergy.

For, by the use of

techniques, inspired directly or secondarily by a consideration of allergy, we have learned a great deal about the
allergic aspects--as well as the non-allergic aspects--of
urticaria.
It is certainly not within the scope of this paper to
enter into prolonged discussion of the nature of hypersensitiveness.

Definition of terms and minimal discussion are,

however, fundamental to the understanding of several aspects
of the problem of urticaria:

fundamental for a comprehension

of the development of our knowledge of the subject, fundamental equally for an understanding of the relationship of
urticaria to other allergic diseases end for en understanding
of the course in which further research seems to lead.
The whole gamut of the allergies., together with anaphylaxis, are part of a giant designation known as hypersensitiveness.

"If an individual, 11 says Coca (14), "reacts specifically
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with characteristic symptoms to the administration of, or to

contact with, a quantity of any substance, which, to the
majority of the members of the same species of animal that
have not had previous contact with it is innocuous, that
individual is said to be 'hypersensitive' to that substance."
Coca further differentiates allergy and anaphylaxis (14), the
former comprising all medical conditions of specific sensitiveness a.~d excluding the phenomenon of experimental hypersensitiveness (or a.naphylaxis in the lower animal).

Allergy is

defined by Rackemann (64) as not only the capacity to react
in an abnormal way to contact with foreign substa.~ces but
likewise the capacity to develop hypersensitiveness.

Coca

divides allergy as previously mentioned into four divisions:
atopy (or hereditary allergy), hypersensitiveness of infection
(tuberculin type), serum disease, and contact dermatitis.
There is yet another term, introduced in 1932 by Roessle
(83), pathergy, which is simply an all-inclusive designation
for the pathologic manifestations elicitable by a state of
altered reactivity.

Urbach defines the concept of pathergy

precisely as a term which "embraces all acquired and innate
abnonnally increased or decreased oapacities of living tissues
to react to the influence of chemical or physical agents,
regardless of whether these agents be of the character of
antigens or not. 11
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It was Coca who first attempted to establish the etiology
of allergic diseases on other than that of anaphylactic origin.
the arguments which furnish the tenets of the Coca school (84)
a.re as follows:
1) \'fhereas allergy can often be inherited., anaphylaxis
cannot.

f
ti,,

2) Allergy., in contradistinction to anaphylaxis, can be

!,
11

produced upon first contact with an incriminating substance.

i
Ji

f
3) Anaphylaxis, in contradistinction to allergy, can be
easily induced in animals.

Further., allergy cannot be trans-

mitted to animal whereas anaphylaxis can.
4) The symptoms of allergy resemble greatly those of drug
idiosyncrasy while differing from those of ~~aphylactic shock.
In substantiation of Coca's views Rosenau and .Anderson
(104) have shown that a.naphyla.xis is hereditary only insofar
as it is transmissible by the mother and directed only against
a specific substance.

Allergy, however., is transmissible by

both father and mother, is directed against one to many substances., and generally is of long duration.
Coca's conclusions a.re., despite the differences which
he points out, not at all generally accepted today.

For the

pendulum, having begun at anaphyla.xis and veered completely
to a consideration of the two phenomena (allergic and anaphylactic) as distinct, has come to be in a more middle-of-the-

fr:
\j,

ffi.:
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road position.

As van Leeuwen demonstrates, there is suffi-

cient ground for supposing that the two are very similar.
Regarding the problem of inheritance, to start with, it
may well be that there is no real basis for differentiation
but that rather in allergy only the disposition to hypersensitiveness is inherited, in the form of increased vulnerability of skin and mucus membranes.

Van Leeuwen believes he

has demonstrated that most asthmatics, e.g. 1 have possessed
at some time, or do possess, such increased vulnerability.
Because of the hugeness of these potential areas of vulnerability in the human species, in contrast with a much more
circumscribed sensitive area in lower animal species, it can
be understood why different sensiti vii.ties may exist in pa.rent
and offspring, why a hereditary history of allergy may be
absent, why, therefore, the matter of hereditary is not all1'1

important end not a real basis for assuming the existence of
separate phenomena.
Secondly, while allergic symptoms may appear upon first
contact with a substance, where it is true the anaphylactic
theory cannot be applied, previous sensitization has doubtless
occurred in the vast majority of cases (84).
Thirdly, differences between the two in respect to trensmissibility have been shown not to exist, for as Doerr has

II

1

~
j!
i
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,

shown (84) a.nd as Lamson (43) has shown conclusively in seven,
a.nd probably in forty-one, insta.rices (1924)., an.a.phyla.xis has
been produced in man by a primary injection of protein.
Furthermore, it is likely that failure, after so many attempts,
to obtain passive transference of allergic sensitivity was a
consequence--not of an inherent difference between anaphylaxis
and allergy--but of the time at which blood was ta.ken from
the allergic patient.

It has been shown that anaphyla.xis

is transferable only in the first few weeks or months after
the original sensitization.
Schloss (1920) is of the same opinion as van Leeuwen,
namely that anaphylaxis and allergy are similar (73).

Ee

states that conclusive proof would be the transfer of sensitization to animals, a feat which he says the German Bruck
performed in a case of idiosyncrasy to shell fish.

In fa.ct.,

he, himself., conducted an apparently successful experiment
along the same lines.

Using the citrated blood of seventeen

patients whose symptoms following ingestion of certain foods
led to severe swelling of lips and tongue

and produced urti-

ca.rial wheals, he injected seventeen guinea pigs intraperitoneally and produced anaphyla.ctic shock in three of seventeen
cases.

Certainly this experiment tends further to obviate

Coca's contention that anaphylaxis and allergy are distinct
entities.
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;

Fourthly., the view that a.naphylaxis and allergy must be
considered as distinct because of difference in symptomatology
and similarity of the latter to drug idiosyncrasy is also not
necessarily tenable--for two reasons.

First, differences in

symptomatology may be accounted for on basis of difference in
species just as symptoms of knovm and accepted a.naphylaxis
differ among the various species.

Second 6 as Landsteiner has

shown (79, 84), drug idiosyncrasy is explainable on a haptene
basis.

It should be remembered, as Coca mentions (14),that
reagin (or allergic antibody) production is not limited to
allergic hereditary influence.

Rackema.nn and Stevens (63)

have shown this by demonstrating reagin production with ascaris
in non-a.topic (non-allergic) persons.

The important thing,

however (14), is that the production of the accepted allergic
allergens has not yet been demonstrated in non-atopic individuals.

One might say., with Coca., that the atopic (if one

prefers to use the term) reagin is a definite qualitative, as
well as quantitative, abnormality.

:i

!

~!

It is a long-demonstrated fact t...~at there exists in
allergic disease as well as in anaphylaxis a definite site
for the manifestation of the symptoms of the hypersensitiveness.

This property is, indeed, one of the characteristics
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of hypersensitiveness which serves to dist~nguish it from
immunity--reaction occurring in the blood stream with the
latter and in the tissue cells or "shock organ" with the
former (64).
Abundant evidence (14) is present to support the contention that the hyperirritability of the shock tissue in the
allergic person is due to an hereditary influence.

Cooke and

van der Veer (1916), after a study of 500 cases of hayfever,
asthma, and food idiosyncrasy, state conclusively that there
is an hereditary transmission of the tendency to become hypersensitive (16).

Spain and Cook (1924) have confirmed Cooke's

findings (75) and Bell and Eriksson (1931)~ by demonstrating
inaccessibility of atopic reagins through the placental barrier,
have added stability to Cook's original conclusions (10).

Colmes, Guild, and Rackemann (1935) performed a very
valuable experiment in an attempt to deterntlne which of three
factors exerts the greatest influence upon human sensitization:

1) constitutional makeup of the ind~vidual, 2) quantity

and frequency of exposure, and 3) vulnerability of the shock
organ (15).

Examining thirty-two bakers who had been exposed

for long periods of time to wheat, corn, or barley, and finding
47 per cent of them skin sensitive to flour and only one
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clinically sensitive, they concluded that establishment of
clinical hypersensitiveness is not determined solely by any
one of the three above-listed factors, but that there still
exists an unknown biologic factor, or "activator, 11 which
allows the participation of t.~ese other three in the production of a state of hypersensitiveness.

j}.
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URTICARIA -- IS IT .ALLERGIC?
Is urticaria an allergic disease?

To answer the question

unreservedly is to place oneself on the "horns of a dile:mma. 11
For, by all the evidence., the answer is not wholly "yes, 11 and
the answer is not wholly 11no."
After all, it is not ordinarily a simple matter to determine whet..h.er allergy is the basis for the urticaria.

One may

have indications--strong indications--that the underlying
cause is allergy, but before a specific diagnosis of allergy
can be made in any indi vidua.l instance

of urticaria., certain

conditions., as Sulzberger points out., must be met (79).

Proof

must be had of a preceding specific sensitization, which can
be determined by definite criteria--na.mely, specificity,
possible incubation period., a spontaneous urticarial flareup,
altered response upon re-exposure to exciting agent., and persistence of specific altered capacity.

Since the skin test.,

admittedly a valuable diagnostic aid., is often and wrongly
regarded as infallible, it should be mentioned in passing that
urticarial allergic sensitivity may be thus demonstrated by
many substances and in many skins, even normal ones., and that
skin sensitivity is therefore not at all necessarily indicative
of clinical sensitivity (79).
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It is certainly the consensus of opinion that urticaria
is, in a goodly percentage of cases, on an allergic basis.
The latest word on the matter (79) has it that the "allergic
mechanism is perhaps the

most common of the mechanisms capable

of producing whealing. 11

Tula.ny other investigators have come

to the same conclusion.

Urbach (79. 1Q8), after a review of

500 cases of urticaria, classified as definitely allergic 117
of their patients.

Hopkins and Kesten (1934) in a study of

214 patients with urticaria, noted that among those of their
patients in whom food was proved to be the causative factor,
75 per cent had other allergic symptoms and 66 per cent gave
a family history of allergy.

In close contrast is the fact

that of fifty-seven patients with urticaria in whom neither
dietary nor bacterial cause could be found, only 10. or 18
per cent, had other allergic symptoms and only 35 per cent
of 48 such patients gave a family history of allergy.

The

suggestion here of underlying allergy in the case of urticaria
due to food is certainly very strong.

Fick and Gay (1934)

classified thirty-five, or 20 per cent of their 170 cases of
urticaria as allergic.

They found allergic causes to be food,

cosmetics, drugs, end scabies parasites (28).
One very important type of allergic urticaria, not yet
discussed in this section, but indeed responsible for eighty
out of every 500 cases of urticaria (83) is that of "physical
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allergy"--so termed by Duke ( 24 ) who has done so much
research on the subject.
Further demonstration of the probable allergic nature
of a large percentage of cases is to be found in the statistical summary of Stokes, Kulchar, and Pillsbury of their onehundred urticaria patients.

Some 60 per cent of these patients

had a familial and hereditary urticariogenic background, com-

lj
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pared with 25 per cent for controls.
Perhaps there exists no better proof of the allergic

I

nature of some urticarias than the experiment of Schloss (1920),
already described., in which he produced anaphylaxis in guinea
pigs by the use of serum. from urticarial patients.

If the

phenomenon of anaphyla.xis be accepted as a manifestation of
hypersensitiveness, and particularly if the similarity between allergy and enaphyla:x:is be conceded, ~hen the conclusion
of allergy in this instance is inescapable.

In an attempt to prove the presence of' allergy in urti-

caria. by other than clinical means, some investigators have
actually produced laboratory evidence to support their contention.

Van Leeuwen., Storm, and Zeydner performed quite a

unique experiment (85).

Using twenty-three men--ten normal,

nine asthmatic, two with intense urticaria, one with epilepsy,

'
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and one with migraine--for purposes of experimentation, they

extracted with 96 per cent alcohol an "activator" from the
blood of each.
extraction.

They then tested strips of' catgut for each

Their results were quite unusual:

they obtained

no reaction in the case of all controls but obtained with the
extraction of every allergic individual (except for one light
asthma case) a definite reaction of mobility in the catgut,
which was in all cases proportionate to the severity of the
allergy.
Lehner and Rajka (1930) also performed a valuable, though
unfortunately not nearly extensive enough, experiment, using
serum from an urticarial patient, control sere.., and two
"normal" patients (44).

In each case, one-tenth cubic centi-

meter of each of the sera was injected intra.cutaneously, and
in both instances the larger of the two wheals formed was
that caused by the serum from the urticaria! patient--a result which, to the authors, signified

11

proof 11 of existence of

an urticarial allergen in the blood serum.
Harris, Lewis, and Vaughan (1928) too demonstrated the
existence of urticarial allergens in the blood stream, though
in a much more specific instance (36).

By laboratory experi-

ment upon three patients who developed, upon exposure to cold,

li

'tI,
~'.:-
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respectively, urticaria only, hemoglobinuria only, and both
urticaria and hemoglobinuria, they were able to demonstrate
the presence in the blood of two separate factors--an hemolysin and a demolytic factor, the latter "unitingn with the
skin at low tarn.peratures and producing urtice.rial reaction
at increased temperature.
The arbitrary division of urticaria into exogenous and
endogenous types has tended, because of the greater bulk and
because of the greater complexity and interrelationships of

i

li

the latter, to bring about a similar mental divorcement of
!,,

the two and a lack of appreciation of the possible role of

ti
Ji

the exogenous type.

t
I

Balyeat (8) has called attention to a very interesting
aspect of this exogenous or "primary irritant" type of urticaria.

He has observed that those of his patients who have

asthma, hayfever, migraine, or urticaria, or who are specifically sensitive to food or inhalants, react more violently
to non-specific animal a.nd vegetable irritants (nettles, insect bites, physical irritants).

In addition, Sulzberger (79)

has shown that such reactions are more connnon among individuals
with a personal and/or familial predisposition to urticarial
hypersensitivity.

The conclusion is more or less inevitable

that many of' the supposedly non-specific

11

irrita.."1t 11 urticarias
f
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are, in reality, based on true sensitization.
It. has been shown that exposure to certain allergens may

produce a form of skin allergy which is demonstrable only by
experimental wheal reaction, but nevertheless of no real known
clinical significance.

Such a sensitivity was demonstrated by

Schloss (73), who secured a greater number of wheal reactions
by skin tests in babies a.rter their first ingestion of food.
It was demonstrated by Colmes, Guild, and Rackemann (15) in
their experiments, discussed elsewhere in this paper, with
thirty-two bakers.

It was shown again by Hill ( 30 ), when

his eczematous patients developed skin sensitivity to soy bean-but no exacerbation of their eczema or other allergic symptoms-upon ingestion of soy bean.

Lest it be assumed from the foregoing discussion that
urticaria is always on an allergic basis, some interesting
observations which tend to demonstrate existence of a definite
non-allergic type of urticaria should be mentioned.

I
i1,
;"
',I
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It will be remembered that Cooke and van der Veer (1916)
showed that the tendency to hypersensitiveness is hereditarily
transmissible (16).

By their theoretical calculations, 75 per

cent of the offspring, when both parents are affected, and 50
per cent of the offspring, when one pa.rent is affected, should
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have allergic symptoms.

The actual tabulation of their

patients showed 67.5 per cent end 60 per cent respectively.
Spain e.nd Cooke (1924) (75) confirmed the above conclusion.
They approached even closer the theoretical calculations-but, be it noted, by excluding from consideration urticaria
and engioneurotic edema, e.long with vernal catarrh end dermatitis venenata.

Hence., one may conclude one of two things:

1) either urticarias may be mostly or all allergic but, unlike

other allerEies., may not follow the hereditary pattern which
Cooke and van der Veer have determined or 2) urticaria. is both
allergic and non-allergic•

The second possitility seems the

more tenable.
Further evidence in demonstration of the second point
is to be found in statistics presented by three investigators.
Swinney (1941) noted a 22.8 per cent incidence of urticariR
in e. group of 958 persons whose fam.ily histories were negative
with respect to asthma and hayfever

(cl). Urbach (83., 108)

I

i
I
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[
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found that only 15 per cent of his patients demonstrated a

~I

family history of eilergic disease.

,,~

~
~
~
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Thirdly, Peshkin (62)., in an evaluation of the incidence
and signii'ica.uce of eczema., urticaria, end angioneurotic edema.,
presents these figures:

in a study of seventy-nine asthmatic

children who were protein sensitive., he found accompanying
eczema in 22 per cent and urticaria in only 2.5 per cent end
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a.ngioneurotic edeme, in 2. 5 per cent.

In twenty-one asthmatic

patients who were not protein sensitive., however., while the
incidence of eczema was still very much the seme--19 per cent-the incidence of urticaria was 24 per cent.

This would seem

to indicate, surely, as Peshkin himself' says, that "primary
urticaria in children with astbma is most often of the nonallergic origin. 11
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URTICARIA -- ITS RELATIONSHIP TO OTEER ALLE.,'RGIES

K..Ylowing that urticaria is oftentimes allergic is at once a
great advance in one I s understanding of this symptom complex.
Knov,ring., however., the function of urticaria among the other
allergies., understanding--insofar as investigation has enabled
us to--i ts interrele:bionship with other allergies is to have an
even greater comprehension of this symptom complex.

One finds, in res.ding the medical literature, tme and
age.in, reference to the eczema--hayfever--asthma triad.

There

have been almost no serious attempts made to fit urticaria.,
which is, after all., exceedingly common., into this., or another,
allergic scheme.

One can 1 however, glean--usually from inci-

dental observation--some interesting facts.

There shoulc be mentioned in this particular regard an
observation by Pesh.kin (62)., discussed later in this section
with respect to the temporal interrelationships of the allergies,
that his allergic asthma:cic children who ha,d an eczema following
in8;estion of a specific food developed urtica.ria in response to
the sane food as soon as the eczema disappeared.

Something be-

yond mere coexistence of allergies or onset of allergy according
to a temporel pattern appears likely.

There is here, in addition,

an apparent substitution of one allergy for another.

Is it possible,

one might ask., that the manifestation of any single allergic state
in preference to another is dependent ma.inly upon a. certain

I
~

I
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combination of "factors II which are subject ( for some unknown
reason) to change and thereby to an alteration of the type of
allergy manifested?

Is it possible that urticaria is part of

an allerGic scheme consisting perhaps of only a few allergies?

Several investigators ha.ve vrritten about the occurrence
of urtica.rit:l. along with one or more other a:..lercic conditions.
Hopkins and Kesten (1934) in their study of 214 cases of urticaria (39) mention four patients a...,10ng these whose urticarie.

was caused by food, whose complete list of symptoms indicated
a. general allergic condition.

One of the four developed

urticaria after the third month immediately after being put

on a condensed milk formule..

Twenty-four hours later asth."lla

developed without urticaria.

This patient later developed

~

ii

~
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eczema end, interestingly, developed asthma following ingestion of eggs, only not until after her astr~natic attack

following milk.

The other three patients acquired an urti-

caria following the ingestion, respectively, of milk, eggs,
and vegetables.

All had other concomitant allergic symptoms

due to the same foods.

-

They demonstrated also., a.s discussed,

that vm.ere urticaria is due to food allergJ, other allergies
are likely to coexist, for of twelve such patients, nine, or
75 per cent had other allergic symptoms coLtrasted with fiftyseven patients in whom no dietary or bacterial cause for the
urticaria coulc. be found and in only 18 per cent of whom other
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allergic symptoms existed.

Schloss (1920) (73) in discussing

urticaria in infants which occurs a few minutes following food
ingestion, describes a picture unrn.istakably allergic:

the

infant spits or vomits up the food immediately after swallowing
it and within a few minutes

develops swelling of lips,

tongue, end buccal mucus membrane.

Shortly afterwards a

generalized urticaria, which may last sixteen to twenty-four
hours develops.

Asthma commonly develops irn.~ediately after

ingestion and is usually severe.

Many times, it does not occur

and often it may be absent in early attacks and present in
later ones.

The classic patient of Smith (1309), who presented

a picture or edema of mouth, generalized urticarie,, end asthma

I
l

following ingestion of buckwheat is another case in point (74).
Dirunond (20), as has been mentioned in another section, found
that three of his thirty-five patients (or 8.6 per cent) with
migraine had intense urticaria.

Urbach (83) comments on the

high incidence or migraine a1nong his female urticarial
patients.

Even Duke (22), experimenting with manifestations

of allergies in light sensitiveness, produced urticaria with
blue light and eczema. and nasal allergy

from sun rays.

One investigator, Eichenlaub (26) has attempted to relate
urticaria to various skin dermatoses.

He found that in fifty-

1

I'I
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eight cases of urticaria, twenty-eight had associated skin
diseases, listed as follows:

f
f
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Urticarial eczema •• 8
Toxic erythema ••••• 7
Erytheme multiforme 5
Papular urticaria •• 3
Neurodermatitis •••• 2
!'

I

Irrite.nt dermatitis 2

fr

Eczematoid ringworm 1

f

!
Perhaps the greatest contributions toward an evaluation
of urticaria. in relation to the other allergies have been
made by Ratner and Peshkin.

Ratner (1938) studied 250 allergic

children, paying particular attention to the time of onset of
their respective allereic conditions (66).

He found that 50

per cent of them developed symptoms within the first year of

f

life, 80 per cent by the fifth year, and almost 100 per cent

I

by eight to ten years.

Re noted also that eczema was the

prevailing aller~ic syndrome in children under one year and

If
I
I
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that after one year, ast:tuna became the preve,iling allergic
syndrome.

Out of company with these conditions was urticaria

i

I~

i

wr~ch, Ratner states, at all times remained sporadic and showed
no particuler age alignment.
Peshkin, however, in an investigation of the personal
allergic histories of 100 asthmatic childre~, was able to find
a definite temporal relationship of urticaria to ast~.ma
specifically, providing; 1.e divided his astbmatic patients into

'

~

~,,
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~
~
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two groups--protein-sensitive and non-protein sensitive (62).
In all cases in the former classification, the urticaria, and
angioneurotic edema. appeared following the onset of asthma. by
two to four years in three instances and was concurrent with
asthma in the fourth.

He found no such relationship am.ong his

twenty-one patients of the non-protein sensitive group.

He

observed also another relationship--tha.t those of his asthmatic

f

patients who exhibited positive cutaneous reactions and who
had passed beyond their eczematous stage did not have a recur-

I
fi,

rence of their eczema upon ingestion of the sensitizing foods

(

but did have either an urticaria or angioneurotic edema or
occasional asthmatic episodes.

Despite the sporadic age alignment of urticaria which

!)

])
,1,

Ratner found, a study of his statistical compilation of two

!1
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large age groups of allergic patients, instead of many smaller
ones, reveals some very interesting relationships.
250 Children

i

I
i
ri:

Alone

Combined

Total

Asthma - - - - - -

39.2%

24%

63.2%

Eczema - - - - - -

24%

20.4%

44.4%

Asthma and eczema

0%

16%

16%

----

5.6%

4.8%

10.4%

Hayfever - - - - -

6.9%

3.6%

10.4%

Urticaria.
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t
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315 .Adult .Antecedents

Alone

46-2%

7-6%

----

8%

2-2%

--

0%

0%

8-7%

0-4%

- 19. 5%

7-5%

1) Asthma -

2)

Eczema -

3) (1+2) As• f Ecz.

4)

Urticaria

5) Hayfever

Combined

-

Asthma.

A

Eczema
44 .4"

1
0

n
e

C

16%
Astbma.t

0

m

b

of.

n
e

d

r""~--...l<:..<::....J....- -..IL<::£+.__:=c..L,=i.._ =::.c:.::::.a.J

Distribution of major syndromes in 250
allergic children~ either alone or
combined with other syndromes
Asthma

A
1
0

n

Hayfever

e

zl'/o
19.5%

10.9%

Eczema

Com-

~
Ast.boa

8.7%

Urtic

a:nd

bined ,~llL- --!'/4~2~-~z,!:...
,. _ Ecz::::::.::emB.=-___J,~!imlmL_ _~~

Distribution of major syndromes among
315 adult antecedents

Total
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This compilation reveals several things:
1) There is an absolute decrease in singly-existing eczema

but both an absolute and a relative increase in singly-existing
asthma, singly-existing urticaria., and singly-existing hayfever.
2) There is both an absolute and a relative decrease in
combined asth..~a., combined eczema., combined urticaria., and combined hayfever.
3) These facts (1 and 2) and the fact that there was a
complete disappearance of the childhood asthma-eczema combination indicate a tendency toward a stabilized allergic state with
advancing years.
4) The percentage of the total (alone and combined) allergy

which singly-existing allergy represents is., among the adult
group., higher for urticaria than for a similar percentage of any
other allergic condition listed.

~
I

Also., the percentage differ-

j:
'

ence of such calculation betv,reen the two groups (children and

l

adults) is also highest for urticaria.
*Condition

Childhood
total (alone
and combined)
allergy of singlyexisting allergy

% of

.Adult

% of total (alone

Per cent
Difference

and combined)
allergy of singlyexisting allergy

Urti~aria

53.8

95.4

41.5

Asthma

62

85.8

2308

Eczema

54

79.8

25-8

Hay-fever

65.3

72.2

6 .9

*Calculations by author of thesis.
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These facts lead one to a probable conclusion that a
very large proportion of the adult urticaria is non-allergic-and this for two reasons:

a) the evidence presented in the

previous section on this very point and b) the evidence presented in this section demonstrating a high percentage of
allergic urticaria in a combined allergic sta~e.

il'
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SERUM SICKNESS
That man can react to the injection of a foreign protein
was demonstrated quite unintentionally as far back as 1667 by
Davis, who observed a reaction in a patient following a transfusion of lamb's blood.

Not until 1874--a space of more than

two hundred years--did Dallers describe, also following a
transfusion of a patient, a symptom which we now recognize as
being so characteristic of serum sickness, namely urticaria.
(13).

The practical importance of sert11ll sickness, as discussed

in the histOT"J of urticaria, became very evident in 1894 with
the introduction of the use of foreign serum as a therapeutic
measure.

In view of its practical importence, it becomes

necessary to discuss the disease on two counts--1) its relationship to urticaria and 2) its relationship to allergy.
Serum sickness is simply a reaction to the introduction
of protein into the body.

It occurs most generally in patients

who have never been treated previously with the serum, though
occasionally it may occur on a subsequent injection.

Yihile

there are many variations in its symptomatology, it nevertheless possesses a very definite sequence of symptoms.

Character-

istically, onset of symptoms begins in seven to ten days and
is recognized

by a typical urticaria, fever, enlargement of

lymph glands, and occasional splenic enlargement and eosinophelia (64).
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Reports among various investigators as to the frequency
of serum sickness differ considerably •

.Among several investi-

gators, following large numbers of foreign protein injections,
the percentage of reactions varied from 2.2 to 66 per cent
(13).

Coca., Deil;ert., and Menger (1922), however, have made it

clear that the method of introduction e.nd amount of serum
introduced are very important factors in the production of
serum sickness.

From a collection of 642 cases., all of whom

were given serum intravenously in amounts of thirty cubic centimeters or over., they found the.t 90 per cent of them developed
the typical symptomatology- of serum sickness.

Interestingly.,

they found also the incidence of serum disease was the same
in all decades of life.

At the same time., a curious feature

about the condition is that it seems to have a definite
relationship to the inherited allergies., for those who suffer
from the latter show a markedly greater incidence and severity
of serum sickness with advancing age.

There appears also to

be a racial variation., for it was shown (1~) that among twentysix Indians only 50 per cent developed the condition after
foreign serum injection.

That serum sickness will be accompanied by some type of
eruption is well nigh infallible.
states (64)., it is an urtics.ria.

Generally., as Rackemann
It may., however., be erythe-

matous., papule.r or maculopapular., even rarelJ" vesicular or

I
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hemorrhagic.

This general eruption is usually preceded by a

localized eruption 1 the latter in the cases of Hartnung., never
appearing later than the sixth day of incubation and in 71.4
per cent of cases appearing by the second day.

The local

eruption is usually never associated either with subjective
symptoms or with fever

(13).

The general reaction, however,

corresponds roughly with the onset of fever--i.e. 1 according
to Weaver (93), after the ninth day of incubation--and often
appears in crops over several days

(13).

RaJkemann

(64)

describes the classical urticaria as varying in size from
that of a nickel to several inches in diameter and accompanied
by intense itching.

That seru.~ sickness is an allergic reaccion seems indisill'

putable.

Longcope and Rackemann (49) demonstrated in the

ser~~ of patients with seru.~ sickness anaphylactin and precipitin antibodies.

They found, further, that patients who

did not show a reaction to injection of seru.n also did not
develop antibodies.

And., as Waldbott and Ascher (88) write.,

this latter group of patients never develop a sensitiveness
to the horse serum~ even to the extent of a.n urticarial reaction.
Longcope and Rackemann found also that the appearance of
antibodies in the blood strewn cl1ortly preceded recovery from
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the disease and also that with the appeara.nce of the antibodies in great concentration there was a rapid diminution
in antigen and just as rapid subsidence of symptoms.

It

should be mentioned that this train of events does not universally hold in all cases of the disease, for Pirquet and
Schick, according to Coca (13), have shown several instances
both of antibodies disappearing before cessation of symptoms
and of their disappearing long after cessation of symptoms.

i'I
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CONJUNCTIVAL URTIC&~IA

Urticaria of Inhalation and Conjunctival Origins
Reference in the :medical literature to urticaria following inhalation of a specific allergen is very meagre, but
evidence indicates that it does happen.

Van Leeuwen (84)

found that urticaria often appeared concomitantJ.;;r with asthma
produced by inhalation.

The frequent association of the tvro,

coupled with the fact that three of their mrn patients had
urticB.ria. only during an asthmatic attack, suggests to Hopkins
and Kesten that the exciting agent is probably absorbed
through the respiratory tract

(39).

Urbacr. (83) mentions several outstanding inhalants which

.,

j
I

are known to have produced urticaria: · feathers, cotton, kapok,
silk, various types of dust, animal danders, pollen, orris
root, and the scents of flowers.

He believes also that the

etiology of the urticaria appears to be on the basis of an
absorption of the inhalants through the respiratory tract and
adds that there is probably an hematogenous distribution of
the particles to the skin.
Rusk, Weichselbaum, and Somogyi (1939) and Rappaport
(1940) report urticaria as a result of hypersensitiveness to
the acrolein in cigarettes (71, 65).

I;;
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Sulzberger and Vaughan (1934) performed an experiment
similar in method to those done by the Walzers, which tcmds
to prove the contention that urticaria may be produced by

f

!
!,:

,,

inhalation.

By intra.dermal injection they sensitized an area

:/
;,,

in a "normal" individual with serum of one very sensitive to
sill<: allergen.

Forty-eight hours later, the patient was

asked to sniff powde:::-ed skin allergen, where:.1pon within
eighteen minutes he developed severe pruritis, erythema, and

Il
!i

1

a wheal a.t the site of sensi tiza.tion. (79)

1j1

1_l
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Urticaria of Conjunctiva.l Origin

II

That contact with allergens at other ex-'.:;ernally accessible

I
u

mucus areas can also produce an urticaria seems true• Hopkins
and Kesten (39) report two instances of' an urticaria associated
vn.th probable absorption ~hrough the conjunctiva.

One was a

patient whose twenty-eight annual attacks of conjunctivitis
had been consistently associated with an urt~caria.

The second

was a four year old boy who was relieved of his urticaria as
soon as a rabbit hair was removed from his conjunctiva.

:I'!'
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URTICARIA OF BACTERIAL ORIGIN"
\'mile the etiology in a given instance of urticaria is
often baffling and the means of treatment even less solvable.,
there are times when the etiology appears to be quite definite
and treatment definitive.

Such an etiology, clinically one

of the most important of all causes, is to be found in bacterial
infecJGion.
Fink and Gay (1934)., in a study of 170 cases of urticaria
over a ten year period., found that fifty-two of their patients.,
or 30 per cent, had foci of infection, removal of which resulted
in complete and permanent disappearance of their urticaria (28).
Their classification of these foci., based upo:1 the frequency of
their occurrence., is as follows:
Chronic tonsillitis---24
Oral sepsis-----------20
Sinusitis------------- 9
Cholecystitis--------- 2
C'nronic bronchi tis---- 2
Undetermined infection 3
Acute pharygitis------ 1
Prostatitis----------- l
Fistula in .A.,>J.o-------- 1
Cervicitis------------ 1
The responsible bacterial agents they found to be streptococcus
viridans, streptococcus nonhemolyticus., streptococcus hemolyticus.,
staphlococcus aureus., staphlococcus albus, pneumococcus., and
bacterium coli.

I
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Others even earlier., however, were impressed -with the
apparent association of urticaria -with septic foci.
Oberndorf (1912) reported a case of angio neurotic edema
which disappeared immediately follovtlng removal of an infla,1ed
appendix (58).

Halden Davis (1921) advanced tie belief that

''hidden sepsis is the most likely cause II of chronic urticaria
(96).

Tomkinson., too (82)., in his series of ninety cases of

urticaria, and Hallam (34) repeat the views of these other
men that in the large majority of chronic urticarias the origin

r

i,

,}I

of the urticaria lies in the septic centers.
Hansen-Pr1ss (1938), in his observations about urticaria
of bacterial origin, states that he found in ten adults wii:h
urticaria bacterial infections of the upper respiratory tract,
bronchial tree., or duodenal contents, followed upon removal of
infection by subsidence or complete disappearance of the urticaria (35).

In all of these cases,_,/4' -hemolytic streptococcus

was found and., in most instances, it was the predominant
organism.

Hopkins and Kesten (1934) sta:t;e that eight of their
\!

urticarial patients were completely relieved of their urticaria

If

following removal of foci of infection (39).

I
i.,

i
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!
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\'mile many observers were focusing their attention upon
bacterial or focal infection generally, others were giving
closer scrutiny to the pa.rt played by biliary disease.

Perhaps
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the first to comment upon this association were Lustgarten
and 11infield (50) who in 1907 reported urticarie. and angioneurotic edema due to gallstones.

Pusey (1925) was apparently

the first to state that disturbances of the liver., especially
when associated with bile in the circulation., are often a
cause of urticaria (103).

Schur (1927) reported two cases of

urticaria relieved by cholecystectomy for cholelithiasis (107).
Diamond., also in 1927., while reporting upon liver dysfunction
in thirty-five cases of migraine, found three patients with
intense urticaria (20).
In 1932., Goss advanced the idea that since liver detoxifies putrefactive products and deaminized amino acids, it is
probable that with sufficient liver damage to interfere with
these functions these toxic substances could well accumulate
in the blood and produce

a.n

effect similar to that of an

allergen ( 31).
One is rather skeptical of Goss's assumptions., since
certainly liver regeneration is too rapid and our

11

excess 11

supply of liver substance too plentiful for liver insufficiency
to play much more than a very minor role., statistically, in the
etiology of urticaria.
That t.~e biliary system is a very important factor, nevertheless, seems indisputable.

Mac~uiddy (51) has found that
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most patients with chronic urticaria cru.mot tolerate hig.1-i
fat diets and tha.t substitution of a low-fat diet in such
patients will e,fford either permanent relief from, or definite
al levi eti on of• their urtic e..rie..

Some highly significant work done vd tb reia.rd to bilitu·y
imrol vement is th e.t of ivlene,gh (1928).

He studied his 260

patients by means of a history, complete physical e:x.e..mination,
skin tests, end various gastrointestinal studies, including

transduodenal biliary draine.ge in ninety-seven pe.tients.
Positive cultures were found in eighty-one er 83.5 per cent
of the httter cases.
'IL.1..&'
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The results of' his investigation are
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showing definite bili0ry involvement.
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(55)
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Criep ar:.d. Wechsler (1931), in tl:Jeir series of forty
patients ·wi tl, urticar:Ln., sor.iev.-hat subste.ntia.te lviene.gh I s

conclusions when they state t:b.e.t they fovnd laboratory or
clir_icel e-vidence of gall-bladder disease in fully 50 per
cent of their cases (17).

An interesting and import1mt corol] e.ry on this subject

1.s thet of !:Ea.cQv.iddy (51). who sta.tes that

many of tis

patients with chronic eczema or chronic ur-ticaria have chronic
ge.11-bladder dise0,se.

Ij
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i

I

The question naturally arises as to the possibility of
bacterial sensitization in most or all of these cases.

i:
r,

Barber

(1923) states it is his belief th.at in these cases of chronic

I
1,

or recurrent urticaria which appear for the first time in

t

adult life, the causative factor is bacterial sensitization (8).
f

if

The very high incidence of septic foci, coexisting with
an urticarial state as reported by several reliable observers

I
i

.I:
]
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and coexisting--as MacQuiddy has mentioned--also with chronic

;,
~!

I

eczema, would tend to confirm Barber's view that the urticaria

~

ii

t

is due to bacterial sensitization.
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INGESTION Aliffi ITS RELATION TO URTICARIA
That urticaria can be associated with the gastrointestinal
system in the case of chronic gall bladder disease we have
already seen.

That it is frequently associated with the

ingestion of specific foods has been known for hundreds of
years.
McBride and Scherer (1916)., afte!" studying urticaria in
relation to ingestion, explained the reaction on a sensitization
basis.

They divided food urticarias into those caused by

sensitization due to 1) food as such., 2) food as chan~ed by
parasites, 3) food as changed by disease., 4) partially decomposed and spoiled food, and 5) simple idiosyncrasies (52).
Rackemann (64) explains food urticaria as simply as he
can., attributing one-third of his urticarias to sluggish
bowels--for the reason, he says, that free evacuation brought
complete cure.

lie found also that 47 per cent of his urticaria

patients suffered from constipation and that gross errors in
diet--especially with regard to excess carbohydrate--seemed to
be the cause for the urticaria in ten habitually constipated
patients.
Griep and Wechsler (1931), in their forty patients with
urticaria, carried on somewhat more ex.tensive investigations
t

I
l

;!
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and found that only eight, or 20 per cent, were free from any
digestive disturbance.

Thirty-three per cent had a history

of gastric upsets, constipation, or

11

indigestion. n

Twenty-

one per cent showed gastric hypoacidity, 23 per cent achylia.
X-ray demonstrated atony and ptosis in 20 per eent of cases.
It was their opinion that the gastrointestinal involvement
was too frequent to be merely coincidental (17).
Orr (1938) has expressed the same belief.

Perforntlng

fractional gastric analyses on 146 urticaria patients, he
found that ninety-five of them, or 65 per cent, had a gastric
hypoacidity.

All were given dilute hydrochloric acid and

fifteen, or 10 per cent, he states, were completely cured of
their urticaria (61).

Urbach has seen instances of urticaria

which appeared only during periods of hyperacidity (83).
Eustis (1930) states that many patients w"ith urticaria
have indica.n in the urine, indicating to him absorption--with
subsequent detoxification by the liver--of intestinal putrefaction (27).

MacQuiddy (51), who examines his patients

routinely for indicanuria, has found that a very large per
cent of his urticaria patients--and this is true only of
urticaria patients--run a high indi canuria.

i

I
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Urbach refers to the frequent, though seldom discussed,
association of urticaria with gastritis and enteritis.
Especially are acute enteral processes and even chronic enteritis

of'ten followed by urticaria.

Urbach believes the

outbreak is due to absorption of toxins or undigested food
through a damaged mucosa (83).
Other investigators have noted an even more direct urticaria producing a.cti vi ty of the gastrointestinal system-n~~ely, urticaria following ingestion by specific foods.

The

hyperacute types recorded by Smith (74) and Schloss (73) have
already been mentioned.

Hallam (1928) states that this very

acute type is often associated with constitutional symptoms,
such as vomiting, diarrhea, and malaise (34).
Baird (1941) has observed a great variation in time of
appearance of the urticaria following ingestion of the incrimI:

inated food--from a few hours in the acute type to many weeks
(5).

It is, on the face of things, quite difficult to visual-

ize a sensitization process several weeks in the ma.king.

One

would certainly be inclined to think that investigation of
the etiology has not gone deep enough and that another factor,
or combination of' factors., was doubtless responsible for the
urticaria.
Fink and Gay (1934} have noted among their thirty-five

I!

I

I
~.
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cases (20 per cent) of allergic urticaria., outbresks follovring

ingestion of eggs, ·wheat, and meat in particular., and also
strawberries, oranges., apricots., celery, potato., tomato., peas,

end nuts (28).
Baird (5) comments upon the frequency of urtice.rie, production follovring cert&.in foods--particuh"rl~c shell fish
(including caviar}.., stre;wberries., cheese., nu~,s, ee;gs, wheat"
milk., pork, chocolate, as does Stroh (1942) (78), who has

mentioned citrus in addition.

J

I
r

Hopkins end Kesten (1934) classify their food urticarias

into three groups:

those £,.ccompe.nied by syTptor.1s indica.ti ve

of e. general allergic condi tion--alree.dy discussed in another
section; those in ·which the "rash

II

,,l
ir1

'ti

Iii
!j

l

is the orly syrr,ptom and a

response to speciffo food--thirteen of theix· t,vo hundred
patients were in this category; and food as a contributing
M,

cause--fifteen patients -were in this cstegory.

In this latter

classification they have inclu.ded one patient who developed en

~

J

I

urticaria from cola, only after eating beef or pork and several
patients who developed urticaria to severe.l foods followine;

11•

;1

initial sensitization to a single food (39).

Baird (1941) comments upon !!sensitive and non-sensitive
phases., 11 a certein food at times eliciting a severe attack and
at other times none (5).

tie has found instences in ·which

i'I;

)i,J

I
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ingestion of fruit and vegetables grown in one region will
produce an attack of urticaria whereas ingestion of those grow.n
in ruiother will not.

Certain combinations of food, which when

taken individually are perfectly innocuous, will produce an
eruption.

Proof of the occurrence of urticarial reaction to certain
specific foodstuffs hasn't required any great a.mount of intelligent and painstaking research.

¥ihat has disturbed the

investigators has been the complexity of situations under
which such reactions occur and the consequent difficulty in
establishing evidence of sensitization.
It has been quite generally assumed th~t the most likely
method of food sensitization is by the absorption of protein
through the gastrointestinal mucosa.

Demonstration of such

absorption has been accomplished in a series of classical
experiments by the -Walzers (89, 90, 91).
Like many before them--Philippson, T~r~k, Jadassohn and
Rothe, Eppinger, Sollma:~ and Pilcher, Lewis and Grant, and
others who produced wheals experimentally--the Walzers did
likewise.
•

They made use, however, of the experience of
11

Prausnitz a.nd Kustner, DeBesche,a.nd Coca and Grove, who demonstrated that a skin site in almost any individual can be sensi-

t

l!

!
i:

Ii
;,

tized to a given substance by the intradermal injection of the
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sera. of a patient who is sensitive to that substa..vice (90).
Thus, the Walzers sensitized skin sites in one hundred normal
individuals to various substances, later feeding the patients
the specific offending food.

Within three m~nutes to two hours

after ingestion, ninety of the patients developed at these
sites--and not at control sites--pruritis, later erythema, and
finally wheals.

The Vfalzers found that this sensitivity lasted

from several days to a month or more, providing the food was
taken from the diet during this time (90).

They found that

certain conditions had to be met in order to secure satisfactory reaction:

1) foods had to be taken in their natural state

since be.king, heating, or canning decreased, delayed, or prevented the reaction; 2) food in the stomach prior to protein

~

1
~

~
~
l

!
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ingestion impaired or prevented response; 3) hyperchlorhydria
tended to decrease, vfnereas alkalis increased, reaction.

They

I'
V

¼

f

also found a difference in absorption rate and the incidence

i

of absorption for various foods (91).

}~!'
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The significance of these originally devised experiments
is that they have reproduced exactly, by constitutional means,
a wheal which has all the clinical manifestations of urticaria-specifically of urticaria produced by ingestion of specific
foodstuffs.

The Walzers (91) believe, however, that it has

perhaps even greater significance.

Certain urticarias, they

mention, whose etiology is lmown to depend upon a specific

I
J-'
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food, will often persist for a long time even though the
offending agent has been removed.

Since., they reason., it has

been shown that external irritation will prolong an urticaria
(whereas, as Jacquet demonstrated in 1688, absence of irritation will arrest pruritis and wheal formation} and since they,
the Walzers., have produced whealing by a process of preliminary
"stimulation, 11 it is not unreasonable to assu.:n.e that similar
"irritations" might arise from within which would act likewise
to prolong the original urticaria.
A. Walzer (1938) repeated the previous Walzer experiments.,
this time, however., using the "reverse technique 11 --i.e.,
ad.ministering antigen orally before passive sensitization was
performed (92).

Instead of being a large,rapidly-developing

wheal of short duration, as was the case in the previous
"directu technique., the new wheal was smaller, slower in
developing., and was characterized by a deep-seated nodular
edema. The importance of this experiment., Walzer says, lies
in the fact that this type of wheal is encountered clinically
in the urticarias and angioneurotic edemas of serum disease
and drug hypersensitiveness.

T'nus, as 1lalzer adds., since

reversal of the time relationship resulted in such pronounced
variation in the type of wheal produced, other variations in
the time factor may influence other immunologic cutaneous
manifestations.

~

I
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Certainly the Walzers have shown that incompletely digested
protein may be absorbed from the gastrointestinal tract in
norr.llal adults.

But they have not shown that this absorption

occurs continually or, in fact, that truly sntigenic protein
is formed.
runounts in

If antigenic protein were absorbed in significant
11

normalt1 adults, it would be detectable as complement

fixation or precipitating antibodies--and it is not (45) •
.Anderson, Schloss, and Myers demonstrated in a child that
despite ingestion of a specific protein over a long period of

I

I

I!
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time, the presence of the specific antibody in the blood was
only transient (3).

Leppard, Schloss, and cfohnson (1936) fed

;j

'
I

~

lactalbumin to 229 norrnal infants, children, and adults and

s
;1·

:1

foillld that the lactalbumin appeared in the blood in the first
few days but rapidly decreased in amount after the twentieth
day.

They explain this "protection" as possibly on the basis

of one of three possible mechanisms:

1) the gastrointestinal

tract becomes impermeable after a time to tLe newly-introduced
protein; 2) there is an alteration in digestive enzymes, which
provides a denaturalization of the protein; or 3) the protein
is "neutralized" by an as-yet unknown type cf Lumune reaction.
This "normal 11 defense mechanism, one might assume, in its
interaction with other "norrn.a.l II irrunune mechanisms, would account
for the rela.ti ve infrequency of urticarial manifestations
following ingestion of food (45).

)
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URTICARIA -- ENDOCRINE AND MErABOLIC TYPES
It has always been souewhat of a habit among physicians
to suggest jestingly, and even occasionally with an inward
seriousness, that no matter what the disease they could rely
upon the endocrinologist to find an endocrine basis for it.
Failure to have delved into the endocrine basis for urticaria
would have been little short of a sacrilege, and in all fairness to the endocrinologist one must admit that he has not
failed us.
The greatest amount of investigation has, understandably,
been centered upon the role played by the thyroid gland.
Ravitch, as early as 1907, (67) was convinced that thyroid
dysfunction and, in particular, the hypothyroid state, is a
factor in chronic urticaria.

1fumford (1926) noted that thy-

"\

roid therapy benef'itted many patients with a chronic papular

,,I:

type of urticaria, a factor he explains on the basis of

t

increased gut motility and more efficient and better elimination of the histamine group of intestinal products.

lie has

noted also many cases of urticaria. produced after initiation
of thyroid therapy which disappeared on cessation of therapy,
a clinical observation which he explains by a yet more general
observation that urticaria factitia appear more quickly in a
skin with an increased skin temperature ( 57).
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Loew and Krcma, on the other hand, describes a case of
urticarift which first appeared following thyroidectomy, which
disappeared with the administration of thyroxin, and which
reappeared upon cessation of tree,tment (101).

Duke (1925)

took the basal mete.bolic rates of thirteen patients with
urticaria and found a range from negati v-e twenty-six to plus
twenty-two.

Eight of these patients were treated with thyroid

preparation, four of them obtaining some improvement and two
complete cure.

Roussel (1929) speaks rather non-specifically

about thyroadrenal dysfunction as a predisposing factor in the
etiology of urticarie, and believes that basa:. mete.belie rate
is importent as a guide to therapy (70).

Criep a"'.ld Wechsler

(1931), who also studied the basal metabolic rates on patients

with urticaria# found that only 35 per cent of their forty
patients showed any deviation, either positive or negative,
end most of it was borderline.

They therefore felt unjusti-

fied in assuming, e:ny specific causal rele.ti :mship between the

two.
Other endocrine disturbences were being investigated too-for example, the ifarkel reported a case of 1-lrtice.ria due to
pancreatic insufficiency, Y>.rhich cleared up following the oral
e.dministre.tion of insulin-free pancreatic extract (54).

Urbach (83) discusses yet another tyre of'

11

pancreatic 11

urticaria, chronic and recurrir-g, of ,v:hich he has seen a

11•··
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number of cases--nam.ely

11

skin diabetes.

11

It is fortunately

one of the most amenable to treatment of all urticerias.

Other investigators have 1 in a few insta,_~ces, found
outbreaks of urticaria which bore e. direct association to the
menstrual cycle.

The development of urticaria during a

menstrual period in ,vhich, e.ccording to popular belief, poisons
were being produced led investigators, foremcst among them
Schick (103 ) , to attempt to prove or d.isprovE;; the notion.
llei ther Schick nor Geber (100) nor Salin (lC5) was able to
demonstrate a definite toxic chemical enti t~r either in the
blood or in the menstrual discharges.

They were able to con-

clude only that there was an increase in premenstrual hornonal
products in the system, Geber reporting origin of such from
the corpus luteum and Salin from the endometrium.

Geber (29 ) has, however, shown that premenstrual sera,
teken fro1n a patient ·with menstrual urtica.r:.a, ·will, if
inj 3cted in the interrnenstruu:m, produce an urticaria.

'Naldbott

, 87) has reported a patient who developed an anaphylactic shock
foll01-ving theelin injection and who thereafter developed urticarie end asthJO.a before every period.

Certainly these facts

tend to demonstre;t.e the probe.bility of an allergic basis for
the urticaria.

Hopkins end Kesten (1934) report a simile.r

case in their own experience.

They have been impressed with

the fa.ct that the majority of their urticaria patients have
been women and a large number of them near the menapause (39).
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Of Fink and Gay's 170 urticaria patients, nine were classified
as endocrine--all, be it noted., women.

The u~ticarie. of three

of the patients was associe.ted in time with the menses., two
with pregnancy, two with hypothyroidism--with relief by thyroid
therapy, and two with the menopause (28).

Metabolic
Attempts have also been made to associate the etiology
of urticaria with various metabolic disturbances.

Thus Tc\rcik

(39) stated that jaundice., renal disease, gout, and muscular
rheumatism cause urticaria.

Others., from Dunring to Pu.lay (39)

have incriminated uric acid as a cause.

Vallery-Ra.dot.,

Blamoutier., and Derot (39) studied urticaria following fright.,
emotion, and physical exertion and observed a fall in alkali
reserve under these conditions.

Interestingly enough, they

were able to reproduce the urticar1a using ca.lei-urn. chloride
end sodium hyposulfite intravenously to redl;ce the alkal:i_
reserve after it had returned to norm.al.

.And 1foCaskey (53)

by applying alkaline therapy in many of his cases of urticaria
·was able, in several instances, to effect permanent cure.

A

seeming contradiction of Ve.llery-Radot, Ble.moutier, end Derot
in their observa.tions of the conditions under which

11

acidity 11

superve:c.es in acute urticaria and a contradiction also of the
urticarie. "type II described by Stokes, Kulcbar, end Pillsbury
are the observe.tions by Ludlum end Rich th1;t the "acid type"

;:
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of person is unemotional or phlegmatic

(77).

Griep (18), in

a metabolic study of his forty urticaria patients, states
that he has failed to find any definite acid-base equilibriUlll
changes.

It would certainly seem that we know far too little

as yet about the interrelationship of urticaria. and acid-base
bale.nee to 0.rri ve at any definite conclusions_.

Still other metabolic disequilibrie. have been suggested
as causes of urticaria.

Lindberg was able to induce an

exacerbation of urtice.ria by feeding nucleic acid to his
patient (39 ).

Keining and Hopf state that disturbances be-

tween inorganic bases occur in the tissues in urticaria (39).
Wright has worked with calciUlll balance and ste.tes that he was
able to decrease the incidence of urticaria by injection of
large doses of calcium and to greatly increase it by injection
of citrate (39 ).

A'Uong other things., the role of vitamin

deficiency has not been overlooked.

Rosenberg (69) reported

seven cases of urticaria which were s.ssociated with a. vitamin

C deficiency in the blood and in which the ingestion of citrus
fruit seem~d to be of definite therapeutic value.

I
f

I
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NED"ROGENIC URTIC.ARIA

AE the reader of this paper has thus far coubtless ascer-

tained, our real understanding of the etiology of urticaria, is
very recent end is quite bound up with the rapid strides being

made at the srorre time in the field of allergy.

Ad.m.ittedly, we

do not know all we would like to about sensitization in urticaria end we probably shall not until we have a better comprehension of a.llerc:;y itself.

lfevertheless, we have the inner

satisfaction of having known in what channels to direct our
investigation, and we have established, by proper direction,
some very defi.ni te evidence as regards the etiology of urticaria.

But, as all things must change, so has our conception of
urtice.rie,.

W1th our greater understanding o~ nerve physiology;

our greater comprehension of the function end ma.1.function of
the psyche; our ever-increasing visualization of the human
being--not as a composite of various systemE, but as a functioning whole--with these advances crone an inevitable widening
of our concept of urticaria.

The pioneer of an entirely new conception of the etiology

i1

of urtica.ria 1 a conception borne out by truly brilliant

!/,

experimente.tion, was Sir Thomas Lewis.

i
'l·I

His function, exclusive

I:

of his L,unedie.te contribution., was, as will be shown, to extend

Il
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i
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the potential field of experimentation into the neurologic
and psychologic branches of medicine.

Le-wis 1 first contribution (32, 46) was his demonstration
of the

11

triple response" in an urtica.rial eruption--vasodila-

tion (or stree.k)., the wheal (or exudative edena),and ref~cx nervous
dilatation.

He himself., end l&._ter together with Gr&ut, (32)

observed that the erythema seen grossly in wheal formation is
due to a dilatation of capillaries and venules of the skin.
He and Gra.~t noted that this dilatation occurred even when the
circulation to a part was arrested.
the dilate.ti on is a

11

pr:Lrnar:i'' one.

Hence they concluded that
Interestingly, they observed

that this sa.:rn.e dilatation occurred in an ane~thetized skin,
demonstrating thus the non-participation of the nervous system
in such dilatation.

They like-wise analyzed the problem of the flushes which
surround the wheal.

They noticed that the flushed aree.s

conte.in bright arterial blood., that they fail to appear if
the circulation is arrested, and that often they manifest
capillary pulsations.

They therefore concluded that these

flushed areas are due to widespread a.rteriole,r dile.tation.
This latter phenomenon, however, was absent when nerves to

I

1:

the skin, following section, had degenerated, definite evidence
of the fact that it is controlled by nervous reflex.

Further-

mo~e, they established definitely the role of nerve fibers, the
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sensory ( antidro:raic) fibers, in vasodilata":.ion by direct
electric stimulation (46).

Lewis and Gran-:; 's conclusion was

that the surrounding flare which follows some stimulus--be it
stroke., prick, freeze., burn., galvanic current or -whatever-is not due to stimulus but rather to the liberation of a
substance in the skin follmtlng the injury, this substance
then provoking the reflex vascular reaction.

Their conception

of urticaria is therefore that it is purely a physiological
response., the same train of events being manifested in a normal
person following more severe injury.

The only abnormality lies,

they believe., in the exaggerated susceptibility of the skin to
mechanical injury as shown by an exaggerated release of a
diffusible substance., vi'f,ich they have shown resembles histemine
and which they have accordingly named H-substsnce (46).

The great work of T. Lewis was extended when, in 1936.,
Grant, Pearson., and Comeau (33) performed some very interesting
and truly ingenious experiments.

These experiments were

designed to demonstrate the importance., in the formation of
the urtica.rie., of the liberation of acetylcholine by the nerve
endings and histenine-like substance by the skin cells.

All

were conducted on six patients, five of them female, all of
whom had a history of repeated a11d transient attacks of en erythematous and pruritic rash.

Furthermore, all of these patients

had themselves, a significant poin-l;, observed that their attacks
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were brought on by emotion, exercise, warmth, or a combination
of these.
Vfuen the limbs of these patients were soaked in water at
45° centigrade until the body became warm., en urticarie.
resulted, its severity being proportional to the length of
the warming process.

When, however, the circulation to the

leg was cut off during the entire period of warming, there
was no resultant urticaria anywhere on the body.
is thus evident:

One thing

warrr.ing of the blood is essential in the

activation of the urticaria-producing process.
When, instead of cutting off the circulation to the legs
during the warming of the latter, the circD.lation to an arm
was cut off instead, there was, of course, e.n urticaria. on
the body--vtlth the exception, however, of the ischemic arm
which, en restoration of the circulation, suddenly developed
an urticaria.

Yfuen the above experiment was repeated, except

for preliminary congestion of the ischemic a.rm, blue localized
areas of dilate.tion appeared on the occluded arm--not, however,
until urticarial eruptions appeared elsewtere.

As soon as the

circulation was restored, wheals appeared in these localized
areas.

These latter experiments indicated to the investigators

that an

11

a.rm

H-substance 11 is elaborated by the skin cells of the

during the occlusion and in response to the war.ming.
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Grant, Pear12on and Comeau carried their experimente.tion
even farther and discovered that blocking of a cutaneous
nerve prevented the formation of wheals in the area of its
distribution following warming of the legs.

The entire

mechanism, they concluded, began with a centre.l nervous system
stimulation following the warming of the legs, a subsequent
stimulation through the central nervous system of the peripheral nerves, with the elaboration of "a substance" which
thereupon caused the secondary elabore.tion o:~ H-substance by
the skin cells.

The experimentation then followed the lines of determining the substence elaborated by the nerve en::lings.

Since

pilocarpine injected intramuscularly er subcutaneously produced local urticaria while atropine subcuteneously almost
prevented urticarial development following leg warning, it
seemed clear that the substance whose chemical nature was
being sought was a choline derivative.

Thus was established the physiology of a complex process.
It was then necessary to establish the seat of trouble., a
problem easily solved by injecting pilocarpine into an area
whose nerve supply had been destroyed.

Development of urti-

caria in this area then established the :r.i.ost important conclusion of all--that the abnormality in these patients lay
not in the release of a choline derivative by the nerve endings, but entirely· in the skin cells themselves.
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This trend toward an investigation of the neurological
aspects of urticaria was not limited to the experiments of
men like Grant, Lewis, and Comeau.
thinking in like terms.

Duke (1926) (24) also was

He described two main types of his

physical allergy, 1) contact reaction
reaction.

and 2) "reflex-like 11

The first he defined as a sequence of erythema,

pruritis, and skin edema in a region following exposure to a
physical agent in that ree;ion.

Under this classification he

includeci solite.ry reactions--defined as ree.ctions in very
sensitive areas which are always of the sa:rr,e size, shape, and
location, urticaria. solaris--in response tc light, urticaria
hiemalis--in response to cold., urticarie, ab igne--in response
to heat, urticaria dermographica--in response to mechanical
irri ta.ti on.

His second main classification, that of reflex-

like reaction, he defined as urticarial reaction not necessarily confined to the surfaces directly exposed to the
physical irri te.nt.

All of the latter he f:>tmd to be confined

to heat or cold and he divided the reactio:C1.s into three groups:
1) imnediate reaction, 2) delayed reaction, and 3) solitary
reaction.

The classification of his physical allergies are notJ
however, nearly as importent as the physiclog;ical phenomena
which Dulce believes are the basis of his reactions.

:Duke

thinks it very likely that the human beinf; possesses chemical
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bodies which possess the property of tra.nsforr1abili ty under
the specific influence of the physical agents and in their
transformed state of providing the means for the "nerve impulse which is recognized by the brain as having been caused
by that agent. 11

He doesn't think the postulation of such

chemical bodies at sensory nerve terminals any more untenable
than the more-or-less accepted postulation of' bodies present
in the optic nerve.

lie feels that the physiopathology of

both contact and reflex-like types of physical allergy may be
explained on a diffusion basis, much the same as with mele.nosa.rcoma or jaundice, the chemical bodies "escaping 11 from their
normally confined nerve terminals and diff·using through the
body to render meny tissues sensitive to the specific physical
agent.
Blum and West too (1937) experimented with light in the
production of urticarie. and found that a patient wi tb urticaria
sole.re responds to light in the blue and violet parts of the
visible spectrum, ·whereas a norm.al person will not.
suggest that the

11

They

triple response II mechanism of Lewis might be

set off by an activation of carotenoid pigment in the skin (12}.

It is interesting to notice the striking difference in the
views of two independent groups of investigators, Harris, Lewis,
and Vaughan (1928) and Duke (1926), b.oth dee.ling with outwardly
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similar types of urticarie., and yet the forme:c- maintaining they
had found definite antibodies and adhering to the old s.nd

tried school of allergy and the latter postulating a neurogenous basis for the urtice.ria.
It is, of course, not really necessary to assume that
only one of the views is the correct one.

Hopkins, Kesten,

and Hazel (1938) at least, accept both neurogenous and allergic
causation (40).

They feel that heat and cold are specific

excitants and as such may be divided into tl.ree types:
1) cholinergic, in which the urticaria is generalized and may

follow physical exercise, emotional reaction, and is due
primarily to the action of acetylcholine on the cutaneous
cells, 2) a localized urticaria following applice.tion of heat
to skin, whose physiology is probably explainable by Duke 1 s
postulation of "chemical bodies," and 3) a localized urticaria
from. cold, due probably to an autoantibody which unites with
cutaneous cells at a low temperature.

These investigators

state that cholinergic and allergic t;ype s a.re often found in
the same individual.
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PSYCnOGElJIC URTICARIA

The most recent investigation of the causes of urticaria
has been not b~r the dermatologist or allergist but rather by
the physician interested in the psychogenic aspects of urtica.r:La.

How dismayed would the dermatologist of forty or fifty

years ago have been had he been told that the nervous system
of the individual--or that his psyche--was responsible for a
condition which, by its very position on skin surfaces,
rendered such an explanation "obviously impossible."
it is not at all "impossible."

.And yet

Vie have made great progress

in the realm of the psyche; we have begun to understand even
more the importance of the psyche, even in its influence on
organic disease.

We have, in short, come upon the psychomatic

vie,vpoint of medicine, which, it is our hope, will--with our
unceasing investigation--unfold for us many new and unknown
relationships within the human organism.

The investigation of urticaria. a.long psychogenic lines
is predicated upon two developments.

One is the evidence by

several investigators of the integral part played by nerve
terminals in the production of urticaria.

The pioneering w-as

done by Lewis, who established the role of the entidromic
reflex in vasodils.ta.tion about the wheal.

This was follov.ed

by the work of Grant, Pearson, and Comeau, who while accepting
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Lewis and Grant's conception of whee.l forms.tion and the role
played by release of H-substance, concluded that the mechanism
may be set off nnature~lly" by the stimulatio:c centrally of the
warmed blood and mediation of an impulse thrcugh the central
nervous system.

This viewpoint was further elaborated upon

by Duke, who postulated the existence of "chemical bodies 11 at
nerve-end terminals., which are capable of central nervous
system stimulation., and whose activation produces, finally,
urticaria.

One can thus see at once a relationship, which

will shortly be discussed, between many well-defined allergic
and non-allergic causes on the one hand end increased skin
cell sensitivity on the other.
The second important development which has stimulated
investigation along psychogenic lines has been an ever-progressi ve increase in our comprehension of the psyche, to a point

!1'

~

ji

that has perrnitted application of that lmowledge in other

'l:1i,1j'

branches of medical science.
1:

11Psychogenic 11 urticaria, despite the relative recentness
of its appearance in the medical literature, is not at all
unco~.1:2.on.

Fink and Gay (1834) were willing to accept such

a designation--not, however, without some reserve--for 18 per
cent of their patients, 84 per cent of whom were women.

It

was their belief simply that emotional shock or unusual worries
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seemed definitely related--in time--to the urticarial episodes

(28).

Stokes, Kulchar, and Pillsbury (1931) -who are much more

psychologic minded, found that psychoneurogenous disturbance
was a sole responsible factor in the production of 12 per cent
of their urticarias and definitely

a

contributory factor in

83 per cent (77).

Types of psychogenic urticaria are, as might be expected,
diverse.

For the sake of easier understanding, one might,

however, e.r!:Jitrarily classify them somewhat as follows:
a)

b)

Urticaria on a cold or heat basis
l)

Urticarie, following "purely" emotional outburst

2)

Urticaria following cold or heat, only during
periods of emotional stress

Urticaria on a basis of emotional instability
1)

Urticaria following "purely 11 psychic stress

2)

Urticaria following interaction of psychic and
allergic elements.

There is doubtless a type of urtice.rie. which is not truly
psychogenic but which occurs in response to anger.

Grant,

Pearson, and Comeau (33) have indicated the mechanism for such
a

type.

Alvarez ( 1 ) reported a case of anger-produced urti-

carie. which subsided always after a cold shower.
;;,reninger and Kemp (1933) have demonst:::-s.ted an urticaria
simile.rly responsive to heat and another responsive to cold,
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neither of the urticarias a.pp earing, however~ vii th out an
associated psychogenic upset.

A particularly interesting case

was that of their twenty-three year old patient whose urticaria
was shown to follow exposure to the cold a.ta time of great
psychologic stress but which was non-existent prevjous to the
onset of the stress (56).

Saul and Bernstein, writing in 1941, reported two cases
of urticaria which appeared to have been caused by purely
psychogenic factors.

The first was of a girl who was sexually

repressed and frustrated in several ways and ·who, during a
period of emotional trial, found that if she didn 1 t weep she
would develop urticaria. Their second case was that a woman
twenty-six who, after the delivery of a.n illegitimate son,
cried continually for three and one-half months when she was
told that she might be committed to an institution if she did
not stop crying, she forthwith stopped, but on the very next
L,oruing she developed an u.rticaria ·which didn 1 t disappear until
crying was resumed several days later (72).

Yfuile a. psychiatric explanation of the urticaria, beyond
the point of saying it was psychogenic in origin., is not
necessarily pertinent to this discussion, it is nevertheless
of interest to note that Saul and Bernstein attempt to explain
it on one of two bases:

1) e::rl'.ibitionism er 2) heightened

eroticism of the skin, each of which is the result of frustrations
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in. £.4 C.i fferer1~::; .j11b 0:r-6.

DLL.nbar ( 1938) e.lso reports a "pure psyche genie ty-pe of
urticaria--the case of a wife whose urticaria developed as a
compromise between her distaste for her sadistic husband 1 s
desire to raise welts on her body with a belt and her conflictine; desire to retain his attentions (25). Orms,by and Montgomery
(60) report a perhaps

more readily acceptable example of

psychogenic urticaria the.n the above, that of a patient whose
urticaria i:nmediately disapl)eared following refractive correction and recurred ir.mediately when the wearing of the glasses
was discontinued.

Klauder (41) describes urticaria in a w,:Jml:m who had a
lingering urticaria while under nervous tension and a convict
v,hose urticaria. appeared each day at five p.m. when he was
locked i:1. his cell.

Both of the patie:!lts responded to psycho-

therapy.

Alvarez (1943) touches on still anothe~ phase of this
subject when he say':. that he has seen definite instances of
urticaria sensitiveness to food or chemicals disappear when
tte patient bec9.Iile happy again (2).

Baird's reference (5)

to "sensitive and non-sensitiv-e phases 11 of a given. allergic
food may be an instance of the sa.'lle mecha.11:_ sm.

Urbach (83)

is of the sane opinion as Alvarez a.nd says he has seen two

l

i
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types of patients vrhose allergic and psychologic states were
interrelated:

1) patiexrts ·,,hose urticaria persisted long

after the disappearance of the e:x:citant and 2.) patients whose
urticaria changed only after a change in their psychic coi1di+-.
_,ion.

A possible correlation of urticaria due to allergy and
that due to emotion may be seen in some addi "~ional observations
of several investigators.

Dale end Laidlovr (19) noted that

hist ~'Tli.ne injected intravenously produces in several species
of anir:1.al symptoms very similar to those symptoms of maphylaxis characteristic of the species.

Levris and Grant (47),

on the basis of Dale and Le,idlow 1 s findings, oom.pared the
results of pricki:-;.g histamine and an extract of fish into a
patient who developed a general J.rticaria on the ingestion
of food.

The reaction of the two--a production of a typical

allergic wheal--was similar in every respect.

These are

rather remarkable observations, for, in one inste.nce, they
indicate a similarity between the histarn.ine reaction and the
anaphylactic reaction, and, i;:-i the other instance, they indicate a sirnilari ty 'between the histamine rea,::tion and allergic
urti,::aria.

The impli~ation is clear, there fore, that a basic

similarity exists between allergic urticaria on the one hand
and central nervous system-nediated urticaria on the other.
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It would seem that allergic reactivit;r is intimately
associated w-i th still another type of psychogenic urticaria-namely., that secured by suggestio::1 or hypnosis.

Stokes (1940)

believes the association to exist, for he specifically states
that the threshold of allergic reactivity nay be altered, i.e • .,
0

increased or decreased., b;;,r the access to t:1e lower centers
wtich is accomplished t}-1rough hypnosis (76).

There are several such illustrations of
"suggestive" urticaria in the literature.

11

h~rpnotic II or

Dufke (1926)

describes a patient who developed urticaria whenever silk was
hung about her neck.

She didn't react to linen until she was

told that the linen was silk., whereupon urticaria promptly
Ifayr (1927) said he knew an English physician

developed (98).

who could "suggest" wheals anywhere on his body

(102).

It was

Diehl., however, who experimented with the true "hypnotic"
basis for etiology (97).

Using three patients, all of whom

were allergic, he first produced intra.dermal ,Yheals with the
correspondingly specific allergen.

Deep hypnosis was then

produced and the experiment repeated in exactly the same
particulars, except that the patients were told that the next
wheal would be

11

smaller 11 or "larger. 11

experiments in which the hypnotic

11

In the five of the six

rapport 11 succeeded, definite

differences in the size of the wheal--ranr,ing from 21 per cent

to 81 per cent--were obtained.
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Some investigators have gone much farther than merely to
assume a psychogenic basis for urticaria.:
defined an allergic personality type.

they have actually

Dunbar (1938) has main-

tained this in a review of the asthrna.-hayfever problem and
believes he finds definite sexual disturbances characteristic
of the allergic condition
11

and "an a.111bi vale ace

[in their

compulsi.ve character"] which didn't separate them from

as does that of the schizophrenic."

reality

In the symptom-free period.,

he says., asthmatic and hayfever patients ex.~ibit cyclothy:mic
behavior (25).

His evidence, however., rests upon flimsy ground

since his conclusions a.re based upon an analysis of only three
patients.

Balyeat (1929) and Rogerson (1939) state that the

allergic child is intellectually superior.

In a study of 30

allergic and 321 non-allergic children in t.-ie s~'1le clinic, he
found that the former had an average intelligence quotient of
108.8 as compared with 89 for the 18.tter (6, 68).

Wi ttkower (19 38), in personality studies of ha.yfever
patients, believes he has found that psychologically robust
persons seldom develop ha.yfever whereas the~e is a high incidence of' hayfever among the

II

subtle-minded II and

11

mentally

differentiated 11 (94).

Urticaria~ too, figures in this differentiation of allergic
types in the description by Stokes, Kulchar, and Pillsbury of
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the urtice,rie.-type after their psychologic analysis of 100
urticaria patients.

The urticeria personality, they write,

is "the driving, hie;h tension, competitive personality., keyed
to high pitch er1d perpetually intent on destination, achieved

at no matter what expense (77). 11
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CONCLUSIONS
1.

The existence of allergic urticaria h

definitely

established.
2.

Di vision of urticaria into allergic and non-allergic

varieties is still acceptable, though antiquated.

Amore

acceptable classification would be di vision into a) allergic,

b) neurogenous, c) psychogenous, and d) miscellaneous.

The

advantage of the latter classification is that those cases of

psychogenous which border on the allergic a.re not thus referred

to as unon-allergic. 11

3.

There are ma..~y indications that urticaria which co-

exists with other allergic states is itself allergic and that

urticaria ~nich exists singly is of a different etiology.
4.

There a.re indications that allergic urticaria belongs

to a system of

allergies ~11 of which have a definite relation-

ship to each other, both as to time of onset and as to intrinsic

(though perhaps varied) composition of speci:f'ic allergic
11

factors. 11
5.

There is a significant increase of non-allergic urti-

caria. during the adult yea.rs.

6.

The etiologic role of foci of infection in the produc-

tion of urticaria, particularly in gall-bladder disease., is
definitely established.

The mechanism., thovgh not definitely

proved, is undoubtedly bacteriei sensitization.
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7.

Urticaria is frequently associated., directly or indi-

rectly, with the ingestion of food.

Such urticaria may be of

two types:

a) urticaria which is due to specific sensitization
and which occurs regularly and only following the ing3 s-

tion of a specific substa~ce.
b) ux·ticaria which is due primarily to the abnormal
absorption of proteins through the gastro-intestinal mucos4
and which appears thereafter by means of one of three

mechanisms:

1) ax1tigenic action, 2) "irritant" action of

endogenous particles on hypersensitive skin cells., and/or
3) psychogenic activity.
This latter type (b) includes all gastro-intestinal disorders which permit a bree.king-dovvn of the "normal" mucosal
defence barrier and probably., therefore., includes gastric hypoacidity and hyperacidity, gastritis, enteritisio and constipation.

8.

The phenomenon of urticaria is a protective response

to the excess secretion of a histamine-like substance by the
skin cells.
9.

This secretion of fl-substance., whieh is a connnon

deno~~nator in all wheal formation~ may be due to a) an allergic
response, b) action of an "irritantn (exogenous or endogenous).,
or c) secretion of acetylcholine at nerve terminals in response

to central nervous system stimulation.
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10.

The urticaria response may be mediated by the central

nervous system in one or more of three ways:

a) following

warming of the body, either by emotion or by exogenously applied
heat (neurogen:ic type), b) following purely psychic trauma. or
"suggestion 11 (psychogenic), or c) following stimule.tion of the
central nervous system by activated t'chemica.l bodies II in response
to the exogenou.s application of heat, cold, or light ("physical
allergy").
11.

There is a definite interrelationship betvreen urticaria

of allergic sensitivity and that on a psychogenic basis.

An

allergic state is often alleviated or aggravated wit.11 fluctuation
in psychic stress.

Furthermore., allergic pe,tients are generally

less psychically stable than non-allergic patients.
12.

Endocrine and metabolic disturbances s.re often a cause

for urticaria.

However, these may be more basically classified

according to the classification as stated in (2).
strual II urtice.ria, rtpancreatic II urticaria., end some

Thus, "men11

thyroid 11

urticarias are allergic; some "hyperthyroid" urticarie.s are
neurogenous; and all of these., as others., may be partly psychogenie.
13.

Urtica.ria--whether of allergic., neurogenic., or psycho-

genic origin--is dependent for its production upon two main
factors., the :fu..'lction of both of -which is es~ential for the
wheal response:

a) initiation of stimulus (first factor) and

b) abnormally sensitive skin cells (second factor).
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On the basis of the above, the following reactions can

probably be exple.ined:
1) Positive skin ree.,ctions in the absence of manifestation
of an alleri:;ic state--by the .absence of the first factor.

2) Transitory sensitization to food--by transitory return
of the first factor in the presence of both factors.
3) Psychoge::1ic urticaria:

by intermittent return of the

first factor in the presence of both factors.

4) Complete absence often of urticaria in metabolic disorders. emotional outburst, and psychic trauma--by absence of
second factor.
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